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SMY et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 011104~R! ~2004!The time variation of the elastic scattering rate of solar neutrinos with electrons in Super-Kamiokande-I was
fit to the variations expected from active two-neutrino oscillations. The best fit in the large mixing angle
solution has a mixing angle of tan2u50.55 and a mass squared difference of Dm256.331025 eV2 between
the two neutrino mass eigenstates. The fitted day-night asymmetry of 21.861.6(stat)21.211.3(syst)% has im-
proved statistical precision over previous measurements and agrees well with the expected asymmetry
of 22.1%.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.69.011104 PACS number~s!: 14.60.Pq, 26.65.1t, 95.85.Ry, 96.40.TvThe combined analysis of all solar neutrino experiments
@1,2# gives firm evidence for neutrino oscillations. All
data are well described using just two neutrino mass eigen-
states and imply a mass squared difference between
Dm25331025 eV2 and Dm251.931024 eV2 and a mix-
ing angle between tan2u50.25 and tan2u50.65 @3#. This
region of parameter space is referred to as the large mixing
angle ~LMA! solution. The rate and spectrum of reactor an-
tineutrino interactions in the KamLAND experiment @4# are
also well reproduced for these mixing angles and some of
these Dm2. Over the Dm2 range of the LMA, solar 8B neu-
trinos are ’100% resonantly converted into the second mass
eigenstate by the large matter density inside the Sun @5#.
Therefore, the survival probability into ne is ’sin2u. How-
ever, because of the presence of Earth’s matter density, the
oscillation probability at an experimental site on Earth into
ne differs from sin2u during the night. Since our experiment
is primarily sensitive to ne’s, this induces an apparent depen-
dence of the measured neutrino interaction rate on the solar
zenith angle ~often a regeneration of ne’s during the night!.
In this paper we measure the neutrino interaction rate in two
separate data samples ~day and night! assuming the interac-
tion rate to be constant within each data sample. From these
rates we calculate a day-night rate asymmetry as in @2,3#. We
then employ a maximum likelihood fit of the rate variation
amplitude to the solar zenith angle dependence of the neu-
trino interaction rate. Herein, the statistical uncertainty is re-
duced by 25% compared to the rate asymmetry. It would
require almost three more years of running time to obtain a
similar uncertainty reduction with the conventional day-night
rate asymmetry. After that, we fit the recoil energy spectrum
and time variations of the solar neutrino flux to two-neutrino
oscillation models varying tan2u and Dm2. Finally, we com-
bine these oscillation fits with other solar and reactor neu-
trino experiments.
Super-Kamiokande ~SK! is a 50 000 ton water Cherenkov
detector described in detail elsewhere @6#. SK measures the
energy, direction, and time of the recoil electron from elastic
scattering of solar neutrinos with electrons by detection of
the emitted Cherenkov light. Super-Kamiokande started tak-
ing data in April 1996. In this report, we analyze the full
*Present address: Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405,
USA.
†Present address: The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research
~RIKEN!, Wako, Saitama 351-0198, Japan.
‡ Present address: Department of Physics, University of Utah, Salt
Lake City, UT 84112, USA.01110SK-I low energy data set consisting of 1496 live days ~May
31st, 1996 through July 15th, 2001!.
The solar neutrino interactions are separated from back-
ground events by taking advantage of the strong forward
peak of the elastic scattering cross section. The arrival time
of each solar neutrino candidate defines a solar direction.
Using this direction, we calculate the angle usun between the
reconstructed recoil electron direction and the solar direc-
tion. The data sample is divided into Nbin521 energy bins:
18 energy bins of 0.5 MeV between 5 and 14 MeV, two
energy bins of 1 MeV between 14 and 16 MeV and one bin
between 16 and 20 MeV. We use two types of probability
density functions: p(cos usun ,E) describes the angular shape
expected for solar ne’s of recoil electron energy E ~signal
events! and ui(cos usun) is the background shape in energy
bin i. Each of the ni events in energy bin i is assigned the
background factor bik5ui(cos uik) and the signal factor
sik5p(cos uik ,Ek). The likelihood
L5e2((iBi1S))
i51
Nbin
)
k51
ni S Bibik1S MCi( jMCj sikD
is maximized with respect to the signal S and the 21 back-
grounds Bi . MCi is the number of events expected in energy
bin i using the flux and spectrum of 8B and hep neutrinos.
A simple determination of the day-night asymmetry is ob-
tained by dividing the data sample into day and night and fit
cos usun to each sample separately. Disregarding
neutrino oscillations, the day rate corresponds to a 8B flux of
D52.3260.03(stat)20.0710.08(syst)106/cm2s and the night
rate to N52.3760.03(stat)60.08(syst)106/cm2s. The
rate asymmetry ADN5(D2N)/0.5(D1N)522.1
FIG. 1. Allowed regions for the eccentricity-induced seasonal
solar neutrino flux variation at 68% ~dark!, 95% ~gray!, and 99.73%
~light gray! C.L.4-2
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atic uncertainty of ADN takes into account systematic corre-
lations between the day and night rates.! To take into account
time variations in the likelihood fit, the signal factors are
modified to sik5p(cos uik ,Ek)3zi(a,tk) where tk is the event
time and a is an amplitude scaling factor. As a simple ex-
ample, we measure the Earth’s orbital eccentricity. Since the
neutrino flux is proportional to the inverse square of the dis-
tance between Sun and Earth, the eccentricity induces a sea-
sonal time variation. Below 6.5 MeV the background rates
can fluctuate at time scales of several weeks or longer mainly
due to changes in the radon contamination in water. There-
fore, these energy bins are excluded from the eccentricity
analysis by setting zi to 1. To measure both the phase and
amplitude of the variation, both the eccentricity and the peri-
helion are varied around the known values ~1.7% and
’January 3rd!. Figure 1 shows the allowed ranges of param-
eters at 68%, 95%, and 99.73% C.L. Maximizing the likeli-
hood with respect to the eccentricity, we measure the perihe-
lion shift to be 13617 days which is consistent with zero.
The amplitude of the neutrino flux variation is 1.5160.43
~consistent with one! times the amplitude expected from
1.7% eccentricity where the likelihood has been maximized
with respect to the perihelion shift.
To study neutrino oscillation-induced time variations, we
correct for this seasonal effect ~with the nominal perihelion
and eccentricity!. After that, the additional seasonal ampli-
tude variation is 0.4860.43 times the eccentricity-induced
variation which is consistent with zero. We search for solar
zenith angle variations ~employing the solar zenith angle as
the time variable! and additional seasonal variation due to
the oscillation phase ~using the distance between Sun and
Earth!. In each bin i we calculate the rate ri(t) ~oscillated
Monte Carlo!. From this rate and the live-time distribution
the average ~rate ri
av), day, and night rates and subsequently
the day-night asymmetry Ai are computed. Using the day
~night! live times LD (LN) and the live-time asymmetry
LDN5(LD2LN)/0.5(LD1LN), the effective asymmetry
FIG. 2. LMA solar zenith angle variation shapes. The predic-
tions are for Dm256.331025 eV2 in the energy bins 16 to 20 MeV
~top!, 12.5 to 13 MeV, 10 to 10.5 MeV, 7.5 to 8 MeV and 5–5.5
MeV ~bottom!.01110parameter ai50.25AiLDN is computed and zi(a ,t) is defined
as
zi~a ,t !5
11a~~11ai!ri~ t !/ri
av21 !
11a3ai
,
so that ri8(a ,t)5zi(a ,t)3riav has the same average total rate
ri
av
, but the day-night asymmetry is scaled to Ai3a . In par-
ticular, ri8(0,t)5riav is independent of t and ri8(1,t)5ri(t).
Figure 2 shows the expected solar zenith angle variation
shapes zi(1,cos uz) in five different energy bins using a LMA
solution and the density model of the Earth @7#.
The resulting likelihood function is maximized with re-
spect to signal S, the backgrounds Bi , and the asymmetry
scaling parameter a . For the best-fit LMA oscillation param-
eters ~which will be described later! we find a50.8660.77
which corresponds to the day-night asymmetry
ADN521.861.6~stat!21.2
11.3~syst!%
where 22.1% is expected for these parameters. The statisti-
cal uncertainty is reduced by 25% with this likelihood analy-
sis, however, the resulting day-night asymmetry is still con-
sistent with zero. Figure 3 shows the fitted rate ~top!, as well
as the day-night asymmetry ~bottom! for each energy bin
separately. The oscillation expectations are indicated by the
solid lines. The asymmetry fit value and uncertainty depends
on the solar zenith angle variation shapes zi(1,t) which in
turn depend on the oscillation parameters. Figure 4 shows
the expected day-night asymmetry and fit results for each
Dm2 in the LMA region with the best-fit mixing angle
tan2u50.55. The expected day-night asymmetry and the
61s band of the fit overlap between (5 –12)31025 eV2.
FIG. 3. LMA spectrum ~top! and D/N asymmetry ~bottom!. The
predictions ~solid lines! are for tan2u50.55 and Dm256.3
31025 eV2 with f8B50.96 SSM and fhep53.6 SSM. Each en-
ergy bin is fit independently to the rate ~top! and the day-night
asymmetry ~bottom!. The gray bands are the 61s ranges corre-
sponding to the fitted value over the entire range 5–20 MeV: ADN
521.861.6%.4-3
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variations, the likelihood difference D log L5log L(a51)
2log L(a50) between the expected time variation and no
time variation is computed. Below Dm2’231029 eV2, the
day-night variation is replaced by an additional seasonal
variation due to the oscillation phase. As for the eccentricity-
induced variation, the energy bins below 6.5 MeV are ex-
cluded from the seasonal variation, because of the time varia-
tion of the background. However, since the effect of that
variation on the day-night asymmetry was carefully evalu-
ated to be negligible, these energy bins participate in the
day-night variation. To combine the time variation con-
straints with those from the recoil electron spectrum, D log L
is interpreted as a time variation Dx tv
2 522D log L and
added to the spectrum x2.
Disregarding oscillations, we calculate the interaction
rates in bin i 8Bi (hepi) due to 8B ~hep! neutrinos. We also
compute the oscillated rates 8Bi
osc and hepi
osc for each tan2u
and Dm2. From these and the measured rates Datai , we form
the ratios di5Datai /( 8Bi1hepi), bi5 8Biosc/( 8Bi1hepi),
and hi5 8hepi
osc/( 8Bi1hepi). The expected oscillation sup-
pressions are bbi1hhi where b (h) is the 8B ~hep! neutrino
flux scaling parameter. These suppressions are modified by
the correlated uncertainty distortion functions f iB(dB) ~uncer-
tainty in the 8B neutrino spectrum!, f iS(dS) ~uncertainty in
SK energy scale!, and f iR(dR) ~uncertainty in SK energy
resolution! to r i5(bbi1hhi)/ f i where f i5 f iB f iR f iS . The to-
tal x2 is then
x25(
i51
Nbin S di2r is i D
2
1
dB
2
sB
2 1
dS
2
sS
2 1
dR
2
sR
2 1Dx tv
2 1S b21s f D
2
where the last term constraining the 8B flux to the standard
solar model @8# ~SSM! is optional. Including this last term,
the best oscillation fit is in the quasivacuum region at Dm2
56.49310210 eV2 and maximal mixing, where a summer-
winter asymmetry of 20.6% is expected and 20.3
60.7%(stat) is found. The x2 is 17.1 for 20 degrees of free-
dom ~65% C.L.!. The LMA solution fits almost equally well:
the smallest x2 at Dm256.331025 eV2 and tan2u50.55 is
FIG. 4. SK day-night asymmetry as a function of Dm2. The
solid line is expected from two-neutrino oscillations; the band
(61s) results from the fit to the SK data. The mixing angle
tan2u50.55 is used. Overlaid are the allowed ranges in Dm2 ~cross-
hatched bands! from the KamLAND experiment @4#. The second
band ~LMA-I! is favored.0111017.3 ~63% C.L.!. The8B flux is fit to 96% SSM. The x2 of
the SK spectrum and rate is 18.5 for 20 degrees of freedom
~55% C.L.!, the x2 to the day-night asymmetry as a function
of energy ~see Fig. 3! is 13.8 for 21 degrees of freedom ~88%
C.L.!. Figure 5 shows the allowed areas at 95% C.L. using
all SK information: rate, spectrum and time variation. It also
shows the x2 as a function of tan2u alone where a Dm2 is
chosen for each tan2u to minimize x2: SK data excludes
small mixing at more than 3s . SK data also disfavors
Dm2.1023 eV2 and 231029 eV2,Dm2,331025 eV2
~see the plot in the right panel, where x2 is minimized with
respect to tan2u).
Stronger constraints on Dm2 result from the combination
of the SK measurements with other solar neutrino data @1#.
The combined fit to SK data and the SNO measurements on
the charged-current and neutral-current reactions of solar 8B
neutrinos with deuterons need not constrain any neutrino flux
with a solar model. Figure 6~a! shows the allowed region at
95% C.L.: only LMA solutions survive at this confidence
level. When the charged-current rates measured by Home-
stake, GALLEX, and SAGE are included as well, the LMA
solutions are favored by 3s , however, the fit relies on the
SSM predictions of the pp, pep, CNO and 7Be neutrino
fluxes.
The first oscillation analysis of the KamLAND reactor
neutrino spectrum and rate leaves several allowed areas, usu-
ally called LMA-0, LMA-I, LMA-II, and LMA-III. When we
combine the analysis of SK with all other solar experiments
and a binned likelihood analysis of the KamLAND data @9#,
the LMA-I is strongly favored over the other solutions: in
FIG. 5. Excluded ~SK spectrum and time variation; dark gray!
and allowed ~SK spectrum, rate and time variation; light gray! at
95% C.L. Overlaid are the areas excluded just by the day-night and
seasonal variation ~hatched regions inside thick black lines!. The
graphs at the top ~and right! show the x2 difference as a function of
tan2u (Dm2) alone where the Dm2 (tan2u) is chosen to minimize
x2.4-4
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PRECISE MEASUREMENT OF THE SOLAR NEUTRINO . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 011104~R! ~2004!FIG. 6. ~a! Allowed area at 95% C.L. from the combination of SK and SNO ~gray! and all solar data ~dark gray!. The graphs at the top
~and right! show the x2 difference as a function of tan2u (Dm2) only: the dashed line is the SK-SNO fit; the solid line includes all solar data.
~b! Allowed area at 95% C.L. using all solar and KamLAND data. Note the linear scale of both axes. Only LMA-I remains allowed.Fig. 6~b!, the 95% allowed area is shown and the Dx2 of the
fit is plotted against Dm2 ~minimized with respect to tan2u)
and tan2u ~minimized with respect to Dm2).
In summary, SK has measured very precisely the 8B neu-
trino flux time variations expected by two-neutrino oscilla-
tions. For the best LMA parameters, the day-night asymme-
try is determined as 521.861.6(stat)21.211.3(syst)% where
22.1% is expected. SK data disfavors large Dm2 LMA so-
lutions, since the expected day-night asymmetry is close to
zero. In combination with other solar data and the Kam-
LAND reactor neutrino results, the oscillation parameters are01110determined as Dm257.120.5
10.631025 eV2 and tan2u50.44
60.08.
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